Recently, a word-valued source has been proposed as a new class of information source models. A word-valued source is regarded as a source with a probability distribution over a word set. Although a word-valued source is a nonstationary source in general, it has been proved that an entropy rate of the source exists and the Asymptotic Equipartition Property (AEP) holds when the word set of the source is prefix-free. However, when the word set is not prefix-free (non-prefix-free), only an upper bound on the entropy density rate for an i.i.d. word-valued source has been derived so far. In this paper, we newly derive a lower bound on the entropy density rate for an i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite non-prefix-free word set. Then some numerical examples are given in order to investigate the behavior of the bounds. key words: word-valued source, word set, non-prefix-free, entropy rate, entropy density rate, Asymptotic Equipartition Property (AEP) 
Introduction
Recently, a word-valued source has been proposed as a new class of information source models [14] . A word-valued source is regarded as a source which has a probability distribution over a word set, where a word is defined as a finite sequence over a finite alphabet. Data sequences to be compressed are possibly emitted by word unit from the source, so it is natural to assume that the source model has the probability distribution over the word set. Although a wordvalued source is a nonstationary source in general [14] , it was shown that an entropy rate of the source exists and that the Asymptotic Equipartition Property (AEP) holds under some assumptions [6] , [14] .
M. Nishiara and H. Morita [14] have studied an i.i.d. word-valued source which is defined as a pair of an independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) source with a countable alphabet Y and a mapping function φ which maps each element y ∈ Y to a word w over a finite alphabet W. They have derived an upper bound on an entropy density rate of an i.i.d. word-valued source. Furthermore, they have shown that if φ is prefix-free, that is, any word is not a prefix of other words, then the entropy rate is ob- tained by a simple expression and the AEP holds. M. Goto et al. [6] generalized an i.i.d. word-valued source into an ergodic word-valued source which is defined by a pair of an ergodic source with a countable alphabet and a mapping φ from each symbol to a word. They have derived an entropy rate of the source when φ is prefix-free. Moreover, the recurrence time theorem and the universality of LZ77 code [16] for the source were shown. T. Ishida et al. [9] , [10] considered the source which emits data sequences by block unit (the block stationary source), and discussed the universality of LZ78 code [17] and Bayes code [12] . In these arguments, prefix-free property plays an important role to derive an entropy rate of the source. This property makes analysis easy for the word-valued sources. However, it is also important to analyze the non-prefix-free cases to reflect more of the probability structure of the actual data sequences. For example, Japanese sentences may be regarded as the sequence which is emitted from a word-valued source with non-prefix-free word set.
A word-valued source has been proved to be equivalent to the recurrent source [14] . For the non-prefix-free cases (non-prefix-free word-valued source), it is not generally clear whether the source has an entropy rate. Only an upper bound of the entropy rate has been derived in [14] until now. There still remain many issues which are not yet investigated about the property of an entropy rate for the non-prefix-free word-valued source.
The purpose of our study is to clarify the property of an entropy rate of a non-prefix-free word-valued source. As the first step of the study, in this paper, we derive a lower bound on the entropy density rate for the non-prefix-free case theoretically, and then we show some numerical experiments in order to verify the bound. This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 defines the i.i.d. word-valued source and reviews the previous studies. In Sect. 3, we describe the property of the non-prefix-free word-valued source. Section 4 provides a lower bound on an entropy density rate of the source, and we present some numerical experiments in Sect. 5. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sect. 6 .
is the sequence of the random variable X obtained by a concatenation of the sequences φ(
Goto et al. [6] have extended Y to an ergodic source. Such a case is called an ergodic word-valued source.
The mapping φ : Y → X * is said to be prefix-free if φ(y) is not a prefix of φ(y ) for any y y .
Next, we define a word and a word set as follows:
Definition 2: (Word and Word set) Let W = φ(Y) be a random variable over a countable alphabet W ⊆ X * . We denote a sequence of
Let w = φ(y) ∈ W be the realization value of W for y ∈ Y. We call w a word, and W a word set. And the word set W is said to be a prefix-free word set if and only if φ is prefix-free. On the contrary, if φ is not prefix-free, then W is said to be a non-prefix-free word set.
For each finite number n = 1, 2, · · · , we denote the sequence of X with length n by X n = X 1 X 2 X 3 · · · X n , and its realization value by x n = x 1 x 2 x 3 · · · x n respectively. Similarly, for each finite number m = 1, 2, · · · , we use the notation such that
Word-valued source emits a sequence of words w m = φ(y 1 )φ(y 2 ) · · · φ(y m ). A sequence y m can not be observed. We can only recognize a sequence x n which is obtained by concatenation of words w = φ(y). That is, x n = φ(y m ) and n = |φ(
Example 1 (word and word set): Let Y be Y = {1, 2, 3, 4} and X be X = {0, 1}. And mapping φ : Y → W ⊂ X * is given by φ(1) = 0, φ(2) = 01, φ(3) = 101, φ(4) = 111. Considering y 4 = y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 = 2431, the words are w 1 = φ(y 1 ) = 01, w 2 = φ(y 2 ) = 111 and so on. In this example, the word set W = {0, 01, 101, 111} corresponds to a non-prefixfree case. Word-valued source emits the sequence word by word, that is, w 4 = w 1 w 2 w 3 w 4 = φ(y 1 )φ(y 2 )φ(y 3 )φ(y 4 ) = 01 111 101 0. However we can only observe the sequence x 9 which is obtained by concatenating the words, that is, x 9 = φ(y 4 ) = 011111010. We never see the sequence y 4 .
Hereafter, we call w m (in some cases also y m ) "a word sequence," and x n "a symbol sequence" respectively.
Probability Distribution of an i.i.d. Word-Valued Source
Let 
Throughout this paper, {A} denotes a set of elements satisfying the condition A. Especially, if the mapping φ : Y → X * is one-to-one, then
holds for w m = φ(y 1 )φ(y 2 ) · · · φ(y m ). If m = 1, we simply use the notation P Y (y) = P Y 1 (y 1 ) and P W (w) = P W 1 (w 1 ). Let π be the prefix operator such that
where y 0 means the null sequence λ with length 0. And let π{x n } be the set of all prefixes of the sequence x n including λ and x n itself. Denoting the set of all finite sequences of y by
n is a prefix of φ(y * ) but not so of φ(y * π):
Let Y * be a random variable over Y * , then, the probability distribution of X n is given by
When n = 1, we simply use the notation P X (x) = P X 1 (x 1 ). † ||A|| means a cardinality of a set A. † † |φ(y)| (= |w|) means the length of sequence φ(y) (= w). 
Entropy Rate of a Word-Valued Source
An entropy density rate is defined by − 1 n log P X n (X n ) in [7] . If there exists a limit of an expectation of the entropy density rate for X;
then H(X) is called an entropy rate of the word-valued source X [6] , [14] . Here, E P [·] means an expectation over the probability distribution P. We assume the base of logarithm is 2 throughout this paper. Let H(Y) and H(W) be the entropy of i.i.d. sources Y and W respectively, which are given by
and 
and
Furthermore, if φ is prefix-free, then
hold.
In previous studies, the word-valued source have been discussed mainly in the case that the mapping φ : Y → W is prefix-free, i.e., W is a prefix-free word set. When φ is prefix-free, the existence of an entropy rate and the AEP of the source have been already proved for an i.i.d. wordvalued source (Lemma 1 [14] ) and for an ergodic wordvalued source (Goto et al. [6] ). It has also been proved that LZ77 code [16] is universal for an ergodic word-valued source [6] , and that LZ78 code [17] is universal for an ergodic word-valued source [9] , [10] . In [9] , it was shown that the Bayes code [12] can be constructed for a block-wise word-valued source which has the word set with unknown fixed word length h ≥ 1.
Non-prefix-free Word-Valued Source
Prefix-free property plays an important role in analyses of the word-valued sources. In order to derive an entropy rate, the property makes analyses easy for the word-valued sources.
When φ is prefix-free, the mapping from the word sequences W m to the symbol sequences X * becomes one-toone. From an observed symbol sequence x n , if we know the word set W, we can uniquely determine a certain word sequence w m which is actually emitted from the source when
That is, we can see that where the unobserved "gaps" between each word in the symbol sequence x n are. By determining where the gaps are in given symbol sequence x n , we can specify one certain word sequence w m . When φ is not prefix-free, on the other hand, the mapping from the word sequences W * to the symbol sequences X n is generally a many-to-one mapping.
Example 2 (many-to-one mapping of W * to X n ): Figure 1 shows an example of the relation W * and X n . It is found that some word sequences w * are mapped to one symbol sequence x 9 = 001111000. In this case, the elements of Γ φ (x 9 ) = Γ φ (001111000) are shown in Table 1 . Here, ||Γ φ (001111000)|| = 21. And then, P X n (001111000) is obtained by the summation of P Y * (y * ) for all y * ∈ Γ φ (001111000).
Generally, the appearance probability P X n (x n ) has a
" | " are gaps between words.
w * ∈ W * (n = 9)
Fig. 1
Mapping from W * to X n in the case that φ is not prefix-free. † We use the notation " f n ≤ g n , a.s. when n → ∞" to represent "Pr f n > g n , infinitely often n = 0." Table 1 Elements of Γ φ (001111000) in Fig. 1 . 0|0|11|11|0|0|0  00|11|11|00|0  0|0|11|11|0|0|00  00|11|11|00|00  0|0|11|11|0|0|01  00|11|11|00|01  0|0|11|11|0|00  0|01|111|0|0|0  0|0|11|11|00|0  0|01|111|0|0|00  0|0|11|11|00|00  0|01|111|0|0|01  0|0|11|11|00|01  0|01|111|0|00  00|11|11|0|0|0  0|01|111|00|0  00|11|11|0|0|00  0|01|111|00|00  00|11|11|0|0|01 0|01|111|00|01 00|11|11|0|00 complicated structure depending on the mapping from W * to X n . This is one of the reasons why the analysis of the nonprefix-free cases is difficult. If the word-valued source has the non-prefix-free mapping, then we call it a non-prefixfree word-valued source.
Nishiara and Morita [14] have stated that the word-valued source is equivalent to recurrent irreducible countable-states source with a fixed initial state and that it is not stationary in general. No explicit single letter expression of the entropy rate for the model is known [4] . In [14] , the upper bound on the entropy density rate (Eq. (12)) has been shown. However, there is no argument about the behavior of the actual value of the entropy density rate or its upper bound. As to a lower bound, only the trivial bound, that is H(X) ≥ 0, has been known until now.
Main Results
We newly derive a lower bound on an entropy density rate of the non-prefix-free word-valued source for the purpose of clarification of the source. In our analysis, we restrict the case of an i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set in order to obtain the bound.
Theorem 1 shows a lower bound on an entropy density rate for a non-prefix-free i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set. At first, we give a definition of the model for the theorem.
Model
Definition 3: (Non-prefix-free i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set) Let Y be an i.i.d. source with a finite alphabet Y, and X be a finite alphabet with ||X|| symbols. Let φ be a one-to-one mapping φ :
, where K is the maximum length of the words. Then a nonprefix-free i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set is given by X = φ(Y).
Here, φ is restricted as one-to-one mapping. This restriction is given in order to simplify the relation between P Y (y) and P W (w). Even if φ is one-to-one, the mapping from W * to X n is generally a many-to-one mapping because W is not prefix-free word set. As mentioned in section 3, the essence of the problem of the non-prefix-free word-valued source is in the many-to-one mapping from W * to X n . Since φ is a one-to-one mapping, P Y (y) = P W (w) when w = φ(y) and H(W) = H(Y) hold. An entropy rate of W is given by
The word set W defined above is represented by a complete ||X||-ary tree called a word tree, where the depths of all leaf nodes are K (Fig. 2) . Each branch in the word tree is labeled by a symbol x ∈ X. Each of the nodes represents a word w ∈ W which corresponds to a sequence of the labels on the path from the root to each node.
We can construct the various models depending on the probability distribution P W (w) over a word set W. It also happens that the model described above becomes equivalent to the prefix-free case by setting P W (w) = 0 to some words appropriately. However, in these arguments, we consider only the non-prefix-free cases except the prefix-free cases. If the word set is prefix-free, we need not consider the bounds on the entropy rate because H(X) is obtained by Lemma 1.
From the same argument as [14] , it can be easily shown that the i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite non-prefixfree word set defined above is equivalent to recurrent irreducible finite-states source with a fixed initial state. The entropy rate of the source also has not been shown until now, and only the upper bound was given by [14] .
Main Theorem
Now we show a lower bound on an entropy density rate of the non-prefix-free i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set.
Theorem 1: (The lower bound on an entropy density rate of a non-prefix-free i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set) For a non-prefix-free i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set with the maximum word length K,
holds. Here H(S ) and P S (s) are given by
where S is a random variable representing the word length s = |w|, and P S (s) is a probability distribution of S . Proof: See Appendix.
From Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we obtain the following results.
Corollary 1:
If there exists H(X) of an i.i.d. non-prefixfree word-valued source with a finite word set,
holds. Proof: From the Fatou's Lemma [3] , we have
Here, if there exists H(X),
is satisfied. By substituting them into Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we have
Because φ is a one-to-one mapping, we can rewrite H(Y) by H(W). Then Corollary 1 is obtained. 
Remark 2:
Because the joint probability of W and S , denoting P WS (w, s), satisfies
we have the following equation:
Denoting the conditional probability and the conditional entropy of W given S by P W|S (w|s) and H(W|S ) respectively, then,
holds. From Eq. (26), we can rewrite the lower bound (left hand side of Eq. (20)) as
It is found that the value of the lower bound depends on the dispersion in the distribution P W (w) when P S (s) was given.
Remark 3:
The trivial bounds on the entropy rate of H(X) is given by
The lower bound in Eq. (20) always satisfies
On the contrary, the upper bound in Eq. (20) does not always satisfy
When the length of the words w ∈ W satisfies Kraft's inequality, namely when
holds, the expected word length is lower-bounded by the entropy. That is,
is satisfied, and then, Eq. (30) is ensured. However, in the non-prefix-free cases, the Kraft's inequality does not always hold. Therefore the upper bound on an entropy rate of a nonprefix-free word-valued source is given by min
H(W) E[|W|]
, log ||X|| . is equal to 0, so the lower bound becomes trivial. Obviously, this situation corresponds to the case that the lengths of all words in W are different from one another. We notice that this may also happen when the word set is prefix-free. It is because that in order to derive a lower bound on the entropy rate of a non-prefix-free word-valued source, we have directed our attention to only the length of words. However, when the word set is prefix-free, we can use Lemma 1 for verifying the entropy rate. Our theorem should be applied only for the non-prefix-free word-valued source.
Remark 5: When H(S ) = 0, the lower bound completely corresponds to the upper bound. If all of the words have the same length h, then H(S ) = 0 holds and H(X) = H(W)/E[|W|] = H(W)/h.
This result was referred in [9] and it is the special case when φ is prefix-free.
Numerical Experiments
In this section, focusing only upon the non-prefix-free wordvalued source, some numerical experiments are shown in order to investigate the behavior of the value of the entropy density rate and the bounds.
Conditions of Experiments
We set the word set W to be the finite non-prefix-free word set described in Definition 3 in the case of X = {0, 1} and K = 5, that is, W = {0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, · · · , 11110, 11111}, ||W|| = 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 = 62.
We compute the average of the value of an entropy density rate − 1 n log P X n (x n ) of some sequences with sufficiently large n actually emitted from the source. Then it is compared with the value of a lower bound (calculated by left hand side (l.h.s.) of Eq. (20)) and an upper bound (calculated by right hand side (r.h.s.) of Eq. (20)).
The property of word-valued source models are dependent on the probability distributions P W (w) over W. In this experiment, we assume P(w) > 0( 0) for all w ∈ W. Here, the word set W is surely non-prefix-free.
Experiment I: Convergence of the Entropy Density Rate
It has not been clarified whether the entropy rate of a nonprefix-free word-valued source exists or not. At first we investigate the convergence of the entropy density rate of the non-prefix-free word-valued source. We fix one specific non-prefix-free word-valued source by giving the randomly generated probability distribution P W (w) on the word set W. Then we calculate the entropy density rate for the 200 sequences with length of n = 40000 actually emitted from the source. Figure 3 shows the convergence process of the average (solid line) and variance (broken line) of the entropy density rate. Figure 3 shows that the average of the entropy density rate seems to converge to a constant value as n becomes large, and it may be expected that the entropy rate exists also for the non-prefix-free word-valued source. Furthermore, the variance appears to approach 0 as n becomes large. It is also expected that the AEP holds. Figure 3 is the result of one specific model, however, the similar results were obtained for some other models generated by the same method.
We assume that the entropy rate of the non-prefix-free word-valued source exists in the following experiments. For each source, we calculate the average of the entropy density rate of 200 sequences with length of 40000, and we consider it as the estimator of the entropy rate of the source, denoted byĤ(X).
Experiment II: The Behavior ofĤ(X) and Its Bounds
As in Experiment I, generating the probability distribution P W (w) randomly, we compute theĤ(X) and its bounds, and then compare them.
In Experiment II, we assume that P S (s) is fixed and P W|S (w|s) is randomly given. P W (w) is obtained by the product of P S (s) and P W|S (w|s). We consider three cases of P S (s) (s = 1, 2, · · · , 5) as shown in Table 2 . 200 word-valued source models are generated randomly in respective cases of (i)-(iii). We calculateĤ(X) and its bounds for each model. 
represents H(W). Since P S (s) is fixed in each case, H(S ) and E[|W|]
are constant. Therefore, the upper bound and the lower bound are given as a straight line with the same gradient in the figures. From the results, at first, we can see the large difference in the range of value which H(W) takes depending on P S (s). Deviation of the probability distribution P W (w) becomes large by giving small probability to words with long length, and giving large probability to words with short length because the number of longer words is more than that of shorter ones. And then, H(W) tends to take smaller values. It corresponds to the case (iii).
In case (i) and (ii), it is found that H(W) takes relatively larger values, and bothĤ(X) and the lower bound approach very close to 1 which is the trivial upper bound (Figs. 4 and  5 ). Trivial lower bound (H(X) ≥ 0) do not have a meaning at all.
In case (iii), in the region where H(W) is smaller, the lower bound is far from 1 andĤ(X) tends to take the value in the middle of them (Fig. 6) .
From above results, although they are still qualitative, we may say that there is a meaning in the proposed lower bound as the first step to discuss the entropy rate of a nonprefix-free word-valued source.
More detailed numerical experiments under various conditions including the case with P W (w) = 0 for some w ∈ W are shown in [11] .
Remark 6:
Since we assume here that P(w) > 0 for all w ∈ W, Kraft's inequality (Eq. (31)) does not hold. As stated in Remark 3, therefore, it may happen that the value of the upper bound becomes larger than the trivial upper bound log ||X|| = 1 here. Figure 4 , 5 and 6 show that the upper bounds are larger than the trivial bound in all models in this experiment. This is because H(W) probably tends to take a larger value than E[|W|] under the assumption. To the contrary, if P W (w) = 0 for some words w, H(W) tends to get a smaller value. At this time, the upper bound becomes smaller than the trivial bound, and it might be expected that there are many cases that the upper bound is effective.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have newly derived a lower bound on an entropy density rate of a non-prefix-free i.i.d. word-valued source with a finite word set. The lower bound satisfies
Then we have investigated the behavior of the entropy density rate and its bounds for some case by numerical computation. From the results, we have obtained a suggestion about the effectiveness of the lower bound. Although only qualitative evaluation has been provided this time, we must clarify the effectiveness theoretically in future.
As a future study, we try to derive a tighter bound. Moreover, the existence of the entropy rate and the AEP of a non-prefix-free word-valued source should be theoretically investigated. An analysis of the bounds on the entropy rate for an ergodic word-valued source with a non-prefix-free word set is also a future work. Up to now, there is only the discussion that Lemma 1 (upper bound) can be extended to the case where Y is an ergodic source by the present authors [11] .
Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1
First, we give the outline of the proof by asymptotical arguments in order to clearly describe the abstract of deriving the lower bound. Next, some definitions and lemmas for the proof of Theorem 1 are prepared. Finally we show the complete proof with strict and careful arguments.
A.1 Outline of the Proof
We also use N m and M n as [6] , [14] for an i.i.d. source Y. [14] ): For all sample sequences,
Lemma 2 (Nishiara and Morita
holds.
Lemma 3 (Goto et al. [6] ):
In order to derive a lower bound on entropy density rate of the non-prefix-free word-valued source, we need to evaluate the appearance probability of a symbol sequence x n . Considering the property of AEP [15] on the measure of Y, we find that actually occurring y m has asymptotically equal probability when m → ∞. Therefore, we can obtain P X n (x n ) by counting up the total number of the word sequences w * ∈ W * (i.e., y * ∈ Y * ) mapped to the same symbol sequence x n , which is equal to the cardinality of Γ φ (x n ). However, as we mentioned in Sect. 3, P X n (x n ) has a complicated structure and it depends on a many-to-one mapping from W * to X n . In the outline of the proof, we are concerned only with the typical sequence [8] on Y because non typical y * does not occur when m → ∞. Denoting p max (x n ) as the maximum probability of y
when n is sufficiently large (i.e., M n is sufficiently large by Lemma 2). We can rewrite Eq. (7) as † In [6] , Goto et al. have shown this lemma in the case that Y is an ergodic source.
when n → ∞. Then, we obtain
In Eq. (A· 6), if we can show that the first term of the right hand side (r.h.s.) is equal to
E [|W|] , and that the second term corresponds to −
H(S )

E[|W|]
, then the proof of the theorem is concluded.
To evaluate the first term, we can use the AEP [15] of sequence Y m . Because we now consider the typical sequence on the measure of Y and M n → ∞ when n → ∞,
holds. From Lemma 3, replacing φ(Y) by W here, we have
Next we consider the second term of the r.h.s. of Eq. (A· 6). If we can count up the number of word sequences mapped to the same sequence X n , the second term can be evaluated.
We introduce the idea such that the mapping becomes one-to-one by assuming the gaps between words in x n are fixed. Determining a certain word sequence w * from a given symbol sequence x n is equivalent to separating x n into words. Each different word sequence with the same separation pattern of words is never mapped to the same symbol sequence x n . We can evaluate the number of the word sequences mapped to the same symbol sequence x n by counting up the number of separation patterns of It is found that, therefore, the number of W m which mapped to a certain X n is bounded from above by the number of the total separation pattern of X n into words V m ;
V m is also a random variable and is equal to the total number of arrangement of the m words which contains L m (s) words with length s each. When n is sufficiently large,
words. Paying attention to above arguments, although M n is a random variable, we can obtain
when n → ∞.
From the law of large number [5] and the definition of
holds for every s (s = 1, 2, · · · , K). This means that the word sequences with length M n includes L M n (s) ∼ M n P S (s) words of each length s when n is sufficiently large. From
and L M n (s) ∼ M n P S (s), we can rewrite Eq. (A· 12) using Stirling's formula [5] , log n! ∼ n log n, as
when n is sufficiently large. Here, † Here we use the notation "F(n) ∼ G(n)" to represent "lim n→∞
The lower bound on the entropy rate is provided by assigning Eqs. (A· 8) and (A· 14) for Eq. (A· 6).
, a.s.
(A· 16)
We present the strict proof of Theorem 1 as follows. At first, in next section, we give some definitions and lemmas in (1)- (4) [5] .
Lemma 4:
when m → ∞. Here,
Y represents the event such that Y m (y ∞ ) = y m is a typical sequence with length m on the measure of Y. Furthermore, E Y is defined as We consider the sequence Y m from an i.i.d. source with probability distribution P Y (y) (y ∈ Y). For an arbitrary ε > 0, we define
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5:
For arbitrary small ε > 0
holds for any y ∞ ∈ E Y where we notice that φ is one-to-one. Then, we obtain
Replacing m by M n on Eq. (A· 26), we have Here, we investigate the asymptotic property of M n defined by Eq. (A· 2). For a given n and arbitrary ε > 0, we define
Then we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 6: For arbitrary small ε > 0
holds on E Y when n → ∞. Proof: It is obviously ensured that Lemma 3 also holds on E Y because Eq. (A· 25) holds for any y ∞ ∈ E Y and because W is finite. See the Appendix A in [6] for the details of the proof. Lemma 3 implies Eq. (A· 30). where z means the maximum integer smaller than or equal to z, and z means the minimum integer larger than or equal to z. We obtain the following lemma from Lemma 2 and Eq. (A· 31). when n → ∞. In Eq. (A· 37), replacing x n by X n ,
holds. Consequently, we can obtain (s) , as mentioned in outline, the number of the sequence W m which is mapped to a certain X n is upper bounded by V M n . Because, for given n, M n and L M n (s) are also random variables, we need to pay attention in the following arguments. Now we decompose Γ φ (X n ) by the length m as follows: 
we have
